Sizing Exercise
If you are ordering for the first time, or for a style you have not worn before please
follow these instructions so that we can provide you with the best possible fit
from our stock sizes and widths.
Wearing a thin dress sock or in barefeet, use a soft cloth tailors measuring tape. �If you don’t have a measuring
tape use a peice of string or flexible wire which can be measured with a ruler.� If you plan on wearing
thicker socks or two pairs please be sure to indicate this in notes section on the results page.
Please trace both feet on one peice of paper.
For the best results have someone else do the trace and
measurements so you can stand upright with your natural
weight on your feet.
1. Using the measuring tape drawn around your foot snug but not
tight, �no gaps, or slack� measure around the circumference of your foot
and legs at the points indicated on the illustrations
2. The ball measurement should be taken over the large
joint of the big toe and the joint just bellow your little toe.
�This should create a slightly diagonal line across and
around your foot at the widest point.�
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3. The instep measurement is taken around the middle of the
foot. If you feel on top of your foot most people have a small
bone that protrudes up slightly off your foot. Measure over this
bone and around the middle of your arch.
4. The heel measurement should be taken
around the back of the heel then up around
the crease at the front of the foot where the
leg meets your foot.

Heel

If you have ordered a boot above 6” in height, leg measurements
are required . Please be sure to indicate the height of the
measurement from the floor to the height point you are
measuring.
5. The ankle circumference should be measured just above the
ankle bone. Please indicate the height of the measurement.
6. The Calf should be measured at its largest
circumference. The indicate the height of the measurement
7. Other key leg measurements are at 10” and 12” from the groud.
Like the ankle and calf measure up from the floor to the correct
height and then measure around the leg.
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Foot trace instructions
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1. With a ruler please provide a scale measurement so that if the trace is skewed in printing
we can scale it back to the original size. Draw a line on the page with the ruler
and indicate how long it is and indicate whether you have used centimeters or inches.
2. Trace or for the best result, have someone else trace your feet while you stand upright with
your natural weight on your feet.
3. The pen should be completely vertical and pressed tight against the foot while tracing.
When tracing around your heel, angle the pen at approximately 60 degrees angle to follow
the contour of the heel.
4. Add your name, email address and telephone number so that we can contact you.
5. Scan and email your trace and measurement results to orders@daytonboots.com or fax to
+1�604�357�1070
6. If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to ask. Give us a call at +1�604�253�6671 or
+1�844�GR8�BOOT. Or send us an email to orders@daytonboots.com.

Results
Name:
Email Address:
Phone number:
Shipping Address:
Left

Right
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height of leg measurement

Ankle
Calf
10”
12”
*** Please note that we are not building a custom fit boot. We are using your
measurements to provide you with the best fit possible from our stock sizes
and widths.

Notes:

Please be sure to add any comments regarding your feet such as general shape or tender or sore spots.
If known, please indicate your brannock or regular shoe size and indicate if this is
US, UK or European sizing.
Please provide a list of shoes you wear including brand, style, size and width. The more the better.
Please indicate what type of socks you plan on wearing.

